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 Read the full description after the jump. The Town of Light is the prequel to The Town of Light: The Autumn Experiment.
The Town of Light is a sandbox city builder that lets you build everything from your own houses and buildings to caravans,

restaurants, and even trading ships. It features a large variety of events, a huge number of different vehicles, including floating
cars, and even with fire and water. The game features a map that is randomly generated each time you start a game and a

progression system that lets you level up, unlock skills, and access new areas on the map. The Town of Light is designed to be a
sandbox city builder that lets you build everything from your own houses and buildings to caravans, restaurants, and even trading

ships. You are given a unique map and set of starting resources, and you can mine for resources and collect them for your use.
You can construct anything that you like on the map, including your own buildings, cars, shops, etc. You are also free to develop
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the city however you see fit. You can build freely or build over the remains of others. The Town of Light is designed to be a
sandbox city builder that lets you build everything from your own houses and buildings to caravans, restaurants, and even trading

ships. It features a large variety of events, a huge number of different vehicles, including floating cars, and even with fire and
water. The game features a map that is randomly generated each time you start a game and a progression system that lets you
level up, unlock skills, and access new areas on the map. The Town of Light is designed to be a sandbox city builder that lets
you build everything from your own houses and buildings to caravans, restaurants, and even trading ships. It features a large

variety of events, a huge number of different vehicles, including floating cars, and even with fire and water. The game features a
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